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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to video coding.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Digital video capabilities can be incorporated into a wide range of devices, including digital televisions, digital
direct broadcast systems, wireless broadcast systems, personal digital assistants (PDAs), laptop or desktop computers,
tablet computers, e-book readers, digital cameras, digital recording devices, digital media players, video gaming devices,
video game consoles, cellular or satellite radio telephones, so-called "smart phones," video teleconferencing devices,
video streaming devices, and the like. Digital video devices implement video coding techniques, such as those described
in the standards defined by MPEG-2, MPEG-4, ITU-T H.263, ITU-T H.264 MPEG-4, Part 10, Advanced Video Coding
(AVC), the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard presently under development, and extensions of such stand-
ards. The video devices may transmit, receive, encode, decode, and/or store digital video information more efficiently
by implementing such video coding techniques. The document "3D-HEVC Test Model 3", ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11
AND ITU-T SG.16); URL: HTTP://PHENIX.INT-EVRY.FR/ JCT2/, 15-03-2013 discloses a method to derive a binary
partition pattern.
[0003] A recent draft of the upcoming HEVC standard, referred to as "HEVC Working Draft 10" or "WD10" is described
in document JCTVC-L1003_v34, Bross et al., "High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) text specification draft 10 (for FDIS
& Consent)," Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) of ITU-T SG 16 WP 3 and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG
11, 12th Meeting: Geneva, CH, 14-23 Jan. 2013, which, as of July 18, 2013, is downloadable from http://phenix.it-
sudparis.eu/jct/doc_end_user/documents/12_Geneva/wg11/JCTVC-L1003-v34.zip.
[0004] Video coding techniques include spatial (intra-picture) prediction and/or temporal (inter-picture) prediction to
reduce or remove redundancy inherent in video sequences. For block-based video coding, a video slice (e.g., a video
frame or a portion of a video frame) may be partitioned into video blocks, which may also be referred to as treeblocks,
coding units (CUs) and/or coding nodes. Video blocks in an intra-coded (I) slice of a picture are encoded using spatial
prediction with respect to reference samples in neighboring blocks in the same picture. Video blocks in an inter-coded
(P or B) slice of a picture may use spatial prediction with respect to reference samples in neighboring blocks in the same
picture or temporal prediction with respect to reference samples in other reference pictures. Pictures may be referred
to as frames, and reference pictures may be referred to a reference frames.
[0005] Spatial or temporal prediction results in a predictive block for a block to be coded. Residual data represents
pixel differences between the original block to be coded and the predictive block. An inter-coded block is encoded
according to a motion vector that points to a block of reference samples forming the predictive block, and the residual
data indicating the difference between the coded block and the predictive block. An intra-coded block is encoded according
to an intra-coding mode and the residual data. For further compression, the residual data may be transformed from the
pixel domain to a transform domain, resulting in residual transform coefficients, which then may be quantized. The
quantized transform coefficients, initially arranged in a two- dimensional array, may be scanned in order to produce a
one-dimensional vector of transform coefficients, and entropy coding may be applied to achieve even more compression.

SUMMARY

[0006] In general, this disclosure describes techniques used in coding video data. In particular, this disclosure describes
techniques for derivation for a binary partition pattern used for coding video data.
[0007] In one aspect, a method of derivation for a binary partition pattern used for coding video data according to claim
1 is provided.
[0008] In another aspect, a device for decoding video data according to claim 9 is provided.
[0009] In some examples of the above aspects, the size information of the video block is represented by any of the
following: a block size, a number of bits representing the block size, logarithmic representation of the block size, and a
coding tree depth value of the video block corresponding to the block size.
[0010] In some examples of the above aspects, the shift value is determined by considering a representation of the
size information of the video block as an input parameter.
[0011] In some examples of the above aspects, the shift value is determined in accordance with following expression:
Shift value = BlockSizeInBit *ratio, where BlockSizeInBit is a bit representation of a block size of the video block, and
ratio is an integer.
[0012] The details of one or more examples are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below.
Other features, objects, and advantages will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] For a more complete understanding of this disclosure, reference is now made to the following brief description,
taken in connection with the accompanying drawings and detailed description, wherein like reference numerals represent
like parts.

FIG. 1 illustrates an example video encoding and decoding system.
FIG. 2 illustrates an example video encoder.
FIG. 3 illustrates an example video decoder.
FIG. 4A illustrates examples of Wedgelet partition of a block.
FIG. 4B illustrates examples of Contour partition of a block.
FIG. 5 illustrates an example algorithm of derivation for a binary partition pattern.
FIG. 6A illustrates an experimental result of an example binary partition pattern derivation.
FIG. 6B illustrates an experimental result of another example binary partition pattern derivation.
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of an example electronic device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] In general, the techniques of this disclosure may be related to three-dimensional (3D) video coding. That is,
video data coded using these techniques may be rendered and displayed to produce a three-dimensional effect. For
example, two images of different views (that is, corresponding to two camera perspectives having slightly different
horizontal positions) may be displayed substantially simultaneously such that one image is seen by a viewer’s left eye,
and the other image is seen by the viewer’s right eye.
[0015] This 3D effect may be achieved using, for example, stereoscopic displays or auto stereoscopic displays. Ster-
eoscopic displays may be used in conjunction with eyewear that filters the two images accordingly. For example, passive
glasses may filter the images using polarized lenses or different colored lenses to ensure that the proper eye views the
proper image. Active glasses, as another example, may rapidly shutter alternate lenses in coordination with the stere-
oscopic display, which may alternate between displaying the left eye image and the right eye image. Auto stereoscopic
displays display the two images in such a way that no glasses are needed. For example, auto stereoscopic displays
may include mirrors or prisms that are configured to cause each image to be projected into a viewer’s appropriate eyes.
[0016] The techniques of this disclosure relate to coding 3D video data by coding texture and depth data. In general,
the term "texture" is used to describe luminance (that is, brightness or "luma") values of an image and chrominance (that
is, color or "chroma") values of the image. In some examples, a texture image may include one set of luminance data
and two sets of chrominance data for blue hues (Cb) and red hues (Cr). In certain chroma formats, such as 4:2:2 or
4:2:0, the chroma data is downsampled relative to the luma data. That is, the spatial resolution of chrominance pixels
may be lower than the spatial resolution of corresponding luminance pixels, e.g., one-half or one-quarter of the luminance
resolution.
[0017] Depth data generally describes depth values for corresponding texture data. For example, a depth image may
include a set of depth pixels that each describes depth for corresponding texture data. The depth data may be used to
determine horizontal disparity for the corresponding texture data. Thus, a device that receives the texture and depth
data may display a first texture image for one view (e.g., a left eye view) and use the depth data to modify the first texture
image to generate a second texture image for the other view (e.g., a right eye view) by offsetting pixel values of the first
image by the horizontal disparity values determined based on the depth values. In general, horizontal disparity (or simply
"disparity") describes the horizontal spatial offset of a pixel in a first view to a corresponding pixel in the right view, where
the two pixels correspond to the same portion of the same object as represented in the two views.
[0018] In still other examples, depth data may be defined for pixels in a z-dimension perpendicular to the image plane,
such that a depth associated with a given pixel is defined relative to a zero disparity plane defined for the image. Such
depth may be used to create horizontal disparity for displaying the pixel, such that the pixel is displayed differently for
the left and right eyes, depending on the z-dimension depth value of the pixel relative to the zero disparity plane. The
zero disparity plane may change for different portions of a video sequence, and the amount of depth relative to the zero-
disparity plane may also change. Pixels located on the zero disparity plane may be defined similarly for the left and right
eyes. Pixels located in front of the zero disparity plane may be displayed in different locations for the left and right eye
(e.g., with horizontal disparity) so as to create a perception that the pixel appears to come out of the image in the z-
direction perpendicular to the image plane. Pixels located behind the zero disparity plane may be displayed with a slight
blur, to slight perception of depth, or may be displayed in different locations for the left and right eye (e.g., with horizontal
disparity that is opposite that of pixels located in front of the zero disparity plane). Many other techniques may also be
used to convey or define depth data for an image.
[0019] Two-dimensional video data is generally coded as a sequence of discrete pictures, each of which corresponds
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to a particular temporal instance. That is, each picture has an associated playback time relative to playback times of
other images in the sequence. These pictures may be considered texture pictures or texture images. In depth-based
3D video coding, each texture picture in a sequence may also correspond to a depth map. That is, a depth map corre-
sponding to a texture picture describes depth data for the corresponding texture picture. Multiview video data may include
data for various different views, where each view may include a respective sequence of texture pictures and corresponding
depth pictures.
[0020] As noted above, images may correspond to a particular temporal instance. Video data may be represented
using a sequence of access units, where each access unit includes all data corresponding to a particular temporal
instance. Thus, for example, for multiview video data plus depth, texture images from each view for a common temporal
instance, plus the depth maps for each of the texture images, may all be included within a particular access unit. An
access unit may include data for a texture component, corresponding to a texture image, and a depth component,
corresponding to a depth map. In this manner, 3D video data may be represented using a multiview video plus depth
format, in which captured or generated views (texture) are associated with corresponding depth maps. Moreover, in 3D
video coding, textures and depth maps may be coded and multiplexed into a 3D video bitstream. Depth maps may be
coded as grayscale images, where "luma" samples (that is, pixels) of the depth maps represent depth values. Conventional
intra- and inter-coding methods can be applied for depth map coding.
[0021] Depth maps are mainly characterized by sharp edges (which represent object borders) and large areas of
nearly constant or slowly varying sample values (which represent object areas). While the HEVC intra prediction and
transform coding is well-suited for nearly constant regions, it can result in significant coding artifacts at sharp edges,
which are visible in synthesized intermediate views. For a better representation of edges in depth maps, four new intra
prediction modes for depth coding are added, as described in greater detail below. In all four modes, a depth block is
approximated by a model that partitions the area of the block into two non-rectangular regions, where each region is
represented by a constant value. The information required for such a model consists of two elements, namely the partition
information, specifying the region each sample belongs to, and the region value information, specifying a constant value
for the samples of the corresponding region. Such a region value is referred to as constant partition value (CPV) in the
following. Two different partition types are used, namely Wedgelets and Contours, which differ in the way the segmentation
of the depth block is derived, as described in greater detail below. The depth modeling modes are integrated as an
alternative to the reference intra prediction modes specified in HEVC. Similar as for the intra prediction modes, a residual
representing the difference between the approximation and the original depth signal can be transmitted via transform
coding. In the following, the approximation of depth blocks using the four new depth modelling modes is described in
more detail.
[0022] In a HEVC-based three-dimensional (3D) video coding mechanism, block partition modes (BPMs), e.g. depth
modeling modes (DMMs) and/or region boundary chain modes (RBCMs), are utilized together with intra coding schemes
of HEVC for intra coding of a depth map.
[0023] Apart from the partition information, either in form of a Wedgelet or a Contour partition, the second information
required for modeling the signal of a depth block is the CPV of each of the two regions. For a given partition the best
approximation is consequently achieved by using the mean value of the original depth signal of the corresponding region
as the CPV.
[0024] Four depth-modeling modes (DMMs), which mainly differ in the way the partitioning is derived and transmitted,
have been added:

Mode 1: Explicit Wedgelet signalling;
Mode 2: Intra-predicted Wedgelet partitioning;
Mode 3: Inter-component-predicted Wedgelet partitioning;
Mode 4: Inter-component-predicted Contour partitioning.

[0025] These depth-modelling modes as well as the signalling of the modes and the constant partition values are
described in the following.
[0026] The basic principle of Mode 1, i.e. Explicit Wedgelet signaling, is to find the best matching Wedgelet partition
at the encoder and transmit the partition information in the bitstream. At the decoder the signal of the block is reconstructed
using the transmitted partition information. The Wedgelet partition information for this mode is not predicted. At the
encoder, a search over a set of Wedgelet partitions is carried out using the original depth signal of the current block as
a reference. During this search, the Wedgelet partition that yields the minimum distortion between the original signal
and the Wedgelet approximation is selected. The resulting prediction signal is then evaluated using the reference mode
decision process. A fast search of the best matching partition is important for employing Wedgelet models in the depth
coding process.
[0027] The basic principle of Mode 2, i.e. Intra-predicted Wedgelet partitioning, is to predict the Wedgelet partition
from data of previously coded blocks in the same picture, i.e. by intra-picture prediction. For a better approximation, the
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predicted partition is refined by varying the line end position. Only the offset to the line end position is transmitted in the
bitstream and at the decoder the signal of the block is reconstructed using the partition information that results from
combining the predicted partition and the transmitted offset.
[0028] The basic principle of Mode 3, i.e. Inter-component-predicted Wedgelet partitioning, is to predict the Wedgelet
partition from a texture reference block, namely the co-located block of the associated video picture. This type of prediction
is referred to as inter-component prediction. Unlike temporal or inter-view prediction, no motion or disparity compensation
is used, as the texture reference picture shows the scene at the same time and from the same perspective. The Wedgelet
partition information is not transmitted for this mode and consequently, the inter-component prediction uses the recon-
structed video picture as a reference. For efficient processing, only the luminance signal of the reference block is taken
into account, as this typically contains the most significant information for predicting the partition of a depth block, i.e.
the edges between objects.
[0029] The basic principle of Mode 4, i.e. Inter-component-predicted Contour partitioning, is to predict a Contour
partition from a texture reference block by inter-component prediction. Like for the inter-component prediction of a
Wedgelet partition pattern, the reconstructed luminance signal of the co-located block of the associated video picture is
used as a reference. In contrast to Wedgelet partitions, the prediction of a Contour partition is realized by a thresholding
method. Here, the mean value of the texture reference block is set as the threshold and depending on whether the value
of a sample is above or below the sample position is marked as part of region P1 or P2 in the resulting Contour partition
pattern.
[0030] In an encoding process, for an intra-coded CU, one of the described depth modelling modes or one of the
reference intra prediction modes is selected. If a depth modelling mode is selected, the selected mode and the associated
prediction data have to be signalled in a bitstream in addition to a syntax element that specifies the usage of a depth
modelling mode. The following four depth modelling modes are defined:

Wedgelet_ModelIntra: Intra modelling of Wedgelet block partition;
Wedgelet_PredIntra: Intra prediction of Wedgelet block partition;
Wedgelet_PredTexture: Inter-component prediction of Wedgelet block partition;
Contour_PredTexture: Inter-component prediction of Contour block partition.

[0031] Each of the four modes can be applied with or without delta CPVs, resulting in eight different mode_IDs for
signalling the decoder, which type of processing has to be applied for prediction and reconstruction of the block.
[0032] During a derivation of Wedgelet and/or Contour partitioning in a depth modeling mode, average of texture block
or depth block pixels may be used to determine the depth partitioning pattern. This may be performed for individual
depth block in depth intra prediction. This disclosure recognizes that certain problems may arise from the current design
of the depth partitioning pattern derivation of 3D-HEVC. For example, averaging operation requires high memory access
rate and corresponding division operation increases hardware implementation complexity. This disclosure describes
various techniques related to improved partitioning pattern derivation, e.g., for 3D-HEVC, although it should be understood
that these techniques may be implemented with respect to other video coding standards as well. These techniques are
described with respect to the example of 3D-HEVC merely for purposes of explanation, and are not limited to 3D-HEVC.
[0033] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example video encoding and decoding system 10 that may utilize
techniques for signaling depth modeling modes for depth map coding. As shown in FIG. 1, system 10 includes a source
device 12 that provides encoded video data to be decoded at a later time by a destination device 14. In particular, source
device 12 may provide the video data to destination device 14 via a computer-readable medium 16. Source device 12
and destination device 14 may comprise any of a wide range of devices, including desktop computers, notebook (i.e.,
laptop) computers, tablet computers, set-top boxes, telephone handsets such as so-called "smart" phones, so-called
"smart" pads, televisions, cameras, display devices, digital media players, video gaming consoles, video streaming
device, or the like. In some cases, source device 12 and destination device 14 may be equipped for wireless commu-
nication.
[0034] Destination device 14 may receive the encoded video data to be decoded via computer-readable medium 16.
Computer-readable medium 16 may comprise any type of medium or device capable of moving the encoded video data
from source device 12 to destination device 14. In one example, computer-readable medium 16 may comprise a com-
munication medium to enable source device 12 to transmit encoded video data directly to destination device 14 in real-
time. The encoded video data may be modulated according to a communication standard, such as a wireless commu-
nication protocol, and transmitted to destination device 14. The communication medium may comprise any wireless or
wired communication medium, such as a radio frequency (RF) spectrum or one or more physical transmission lines.
The communication medium may form part of a packet-based network, such as a local area network, a wide-area
network, or a global network such as the Internet. The communication medium may include routers, switches, base
stations, or any other equipment that may be useful to facilitate communication from source device 12 to destination
device 14.
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[0035] In some examples, encoded data may be output from output interface 22 to a storage device. Similarly, encoded
data may be accessed from the storage device by input interface. The storage device may include any of a variety of
distributed or locally accessed data storage media such as a hard drive, Blu-ray discs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, flash memory,
volatile or non-volatile memory, or any other suitable digital storage media for storing encoded video data. In a further
example, the storage device may correspond to a file server or another intermediate storage device that may store the
encoded video generated by source device 12. Destination device 14 may access stored video data from the storage
device via streaming or download. The file server may be any type of server capable of storing encoded video data and
transmitting that encoded video data to the destination device 14. Example file servers include a web server (e.g., for a
website), an FTP server, network attached storage (NAS) devices, or a local disk drive. Destination device 14 may
access the encoded video data through any standard data connection, including an Internet connection. This may include
a wireless channel (e.g., a Wi-Fi connection), a wired connection (e.g., DSL, cable modem, etc.), or a combination of
both that is suitable for accessing encoded video data stored on a file server. The transmission of encoded video data
from the storage device may be a streaming transmission, a download transmission, or a combination thereof.
[0036] The techniques of this disclosure are not necessarily limited to wireless applications or settings. The techniques
may be applied to video coding in support of any of a variety of multimedia applications, such as over-the-air television
broadcasts, cable television transmissions, satellite television transmissions, Internet streaming video transmissions,
such as dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH), digital video that is encoded onto a data storage medium,
decoding of digital video stored on a data storage medium, or other applications. In some examples, system 10 may be
configured to support one-way or two-way video transmission to support applications such as video streaming, video
playback, video broadcasting, and/or video telephony.
[0037] In the example of FIG. 1, source device 12 includes video source 18, video encoder 20, and output interface
22. Destination device 14 includes input interface 28, video decoder 30, and display device 32. In accordance with this
disclosure, video encoder 20 of source device 12 may be configured to apply the techniques for signaling depth modeling
modes for depth map coding. In other examples, a source device and a destination device may include other components
or arrangements. For example, source device 12 may receive video data from an external video source 18, such as an
external camera. Likewise, destination device 14 may interface with an external display device, rather than including an
integrated display device.
[0038] The illustrated system 10 of FIG 1 is merely one example. Techniques for signaling depth modeling modes for
depth map coding may be performed by any digital video encoding and/or decoding device. Although generally the
techniques of this disclosure are performed by a video encoding device, the techniques may also be performed by a
video encoder/decoder, typically referred to as a "CODEC." Moreover, the techniques of this disclosure may also be
performed by a video preprocessor. The video encoder and/or the decoder may be a graphics processing unit (GPU)
provided by vendors like Nvidia and AMD. Nvidia’s primary GPU product line labeled "GeForce" is in direct competition
with AMD’s "Radeon" products.
[0039] Source device 12 and destination device 14 are merely examples of such coding devices in which source
device 12 generates coded video data for transmission to destination device 14. In some examples, devices 12, 14 may
operate in a substantially symmetrical manner such that each of devices 12, 14 include video encoding and decoding
components. Hence, system 10 may support one-way or two-way video transmission between video devices 12, 14,
e.g., for video streaming, video playback, video broadcasting, or video telephony.
[0040] Video source 18 of source device 12 may include a video capture device, such as a video camera, a video
archive containing previously captured video, and/or a video feed interface to receive video from a video content provider.
As a further alternative, video source 18 may generate computer graphics-based data as the source video, or a combi-
nation of live video, archived video, and computer-generated video.
[0041] In some cases, if video source 18 is a video camera, source device 12 and destination device 14 may form so-
called camera phones or video phones. As mentioned above, however, the techniques described in this disclosure may
be applicable to video coding in general, and may be applied to wireless and/or wired applications. In each case, the
captured, pre-captured, or computer-generated video may be encoded by video encoder 20. The encoded video infor-
mation may then be output by output interface 22 onto a computer- readable medium 16.
[0042] Computer-readable medium 16 may include transient media, such as a wireless broadcast or wired network
transmission, or storage media (that is, non-transitory storage media), such as a hard disk, flash drive, compact disc,
digital video disc, Blu-ray disc, or other computer-readable media. In some examples, a network server (not shown) may
receive encoded video data from source device 12 and provide the encoded video data to destination device 14, e.g.,
via network transmission. Similarly, a computing device of a medium production facility, such as a disc stamping facility,
may receive encoded video data from source device 12 and produce a disc containing the encoded video data. Therefore,
computer-readable medium 16 may be understood to include one or more computer-readable media of various forms,
in various examples.
[0043] Input interface 28 of destination device 14 receives information from computer- readable medium 16. The
information of computer-readable medium 16 may include syntax information defined by video encoder 20, which is also
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used by video decoder 30, that includes syntax elements that describe characteristics and/or processing of blocks and
other coded units, e.g., GOPs. Display device 32 displays the decoded video data to a user, and may comprise any of
a variety of display devices such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), a liquid crystal display (LCD), a plasma display, an organic
light emitting diode (OLED) display, or another type of display device.
[0044] Video encoder 20 and video decoder 30 may operate according to a video coding standard, such as the High
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard presently under development, and may conform to the HEVC Test Model
(HM). Alternatively, video encoder 20 and video decoder 30 may operate according to other proprietary or industry
standards, such as the ITU-T H.264 standard, alternatively referred to as MPEG-4, Part 10, Advanced Video Coding
(AVC), or extensions of such standards. The techniques of this disclosure, however, are not limited to any particular
coding standard. Other examples of video coding standards include MPEG-2 and ITU-T H.263. Although not shown in
FIG. 1, in some aspects, video encoder 20 and video decoder 30 may each be integrated with an audio encoder and
decoder, and may include appropriate MUX-DEMUX units, or other hardware and software, to handle encoding of both
audio and video in a common data stream or separate data streams. If applicable, MUX-DEMUX units may conform to
the ITU H.223 multiplexer protocol, or other protocols such as the user datagram protocol (UDP).
[0045] Video encoder 20 and video decoder 30 each may be implemented as any of a variety of suitable encoder
circuitry, such as one or more microprocessors, digital signal processors (DSPs), application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), discrete logic, software, hardware, firmware or any combinations
thereof. When the techniques are implemented partially in software, a device may store instructions for the software in
a suitable, non-transitory computer-readable medium and execute the instructions in hardware using one or more proc-
essors to perform the techniques of this disclosure. Each of video encoder 20 and video decoder 30 may be included
in one or more encoders or decoders, either of which may be integrated as part of a combined encoder/decoder (CODEC)
in a respective device. A device including video encoder 20 and/or video decoder 30 may comprise an integrated circuit,
a microprocessor, and/or a wireless communication device, such as a cellular telephone.
[0046] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example of video encoder 20 that may implement techniques for
signaling depth modeling modes for depth map coding.
[0047] Video encoder 20 may perform intra- and inter-coding of video blocks within video slices. Intra-coding relies
on spatial prediction to reduce or remove spatial redundancy in video within a given video frame or picture. Inter-coding
relies on temporal prediction to reduce or remove temporal redundancy in video within adjacent frames or pictures of a
video sequence. Intra-mode (I mode) may refer to any of several spatial based coding modes. Inter-modes, such as
unidirectional prediction (P mode) or bi- prediction (B mode), may refer to any of several temporal-based coding modes.
[0048] As shown in FIG. 2, video encoder 20 receives a current video block within a video frame to be encoded. In
the example of FIG. 2, video encoder 20 includes mode select unit 40, reference frame memory 64, summer 50, transform
processing unit 52, quantization unit 54, and entropy coding unit 56. Mode select unit 40, in turn, includes motion
compensation unit 44, motion estimation unit 42, intra-prediction unit 46, and partition unit 48. For video block recon-
struction, video encoder 20 also includes inverse quantization unit 58, inverse transform unit 60, and summer 62. A
deblocking filter (not shown in FIG. 2) may also be included to filter block boundaries to remove blockiness artifacts from
reconstructed video. If desired, the deblocking filter would typically filter the output of summer 62. Additional filters (in
loop or post loop) may also be used in addition to the deblocking filter. Such filters are not shown for brevity, but if
desired, may filter the output of summer 50 (as an in-loop filter).
[0049] During the encoding process, video encoder 20 receives a video frame or slice to be coded. The frame or slice
may be divided into multiple video blocks. Motion estimation unit 42 and motion compensation unit 44 perform inter-
predictive coding of the received video block relative to one or more blocks in one or more reference frames to provide
temporal prediction. Intra-prediction unit 46 may alternatively perform intra- predictive coding of the received video block
relative to one or more neighboring blocks in the same frame or slice as the block to be coded to provide spatial prediction.
Video encoder 20 may perform multiple coding passes, e.g., to select an appropriate coding mode for each block of
video data.
[0050] Moreover, partition unit 48 may partition blocks of video data into sub-blocks, based on evaluation of previous
partitioning schemes in previous coding passes. For example, partition unit 48 may initially partition a frame or slice into
largest coding units (LCUs), and partition each of the LCUs into sub-coding units (sub-CUs) based on rate-distortion
analysis (e.g., rate- distortion optimization). Mode select unit 40 may further produce a quadtree data structure indicative
of partitioning of an LCU into sub-CUs. Leaf-node CUs of the quadtree may include one or more prediction units (PUs)
and one or more transform units (TUs).
[0051] This disclosure uses the term "block" to refer to any of a CU, PU, or TU, in the context of HEVC, or similar data
structures in the context of other standards (e.g., macroblocks and sub-blocks thereof in H.264/AVC). A CU includes a
coding node and prediction units (PUs) and transform units (TUs) associated with the coding node. A size of the CU
corresponds to a size of the coding node and must be square in shape. The size of the CU may range from 8x8 pixels
up to the size of the treeblock with a maximum of 64x64 pixels or greater. Each CU may contain one or more PUs and
one or more TUs. Syntax data associated with a CU may describe, for example, partitioning of the CU into one or more
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PUs. Partitioning modes may differ between whether the CU is skip or direct mode encoded, intra-prediction mode
encoded, or inter-prediction mode encoded. PUs may be partitioned to be non-square in shape. Syntax data associated
with a CU may also describe, for example, partitioning of the CU into one or more TUs according to a quadtree. A TU
can be square or non-square (e.g., rectangular) in shape.
[0052] Mode select unit 40 may select one of the coding modes, intra or inter, e.g., based on error results, and provides
the resulting intra- or inter-coded block to summer 50 to generate residual block data and to summer 62 to reconstruct
the encoded block for use as a reference frame. Mode select unit 40 also provides syntax elements, such as motion
vectors, intra-mode indicators, partition information, and other such syntax information, to entropy coding unit 56.
[0053] Motion estimation unit 42 and motion compensation unit 44 may be highly integrated, but are illustrated sepa-
rately for conceptual purposes. Motion estimation, performed by motion estimation unit 42, is the process of generating
motion vectors, which estimate motion for video blocks. A motion vector, for example, may indicate the displacement of
a PU of a video block within a current video frame or picture relative to a predictive block within a reference frame (or
other coded unit) relative to the current block being coded within the current frame (or other coded unit). A predictive
block is a block that is found to closely match the block to be coded, in terms of pixel difference, which may be determined
by sum of absolute difference (SAD), sum of square difference (SSD), or other difference metrics. In some examples,
video encoder 20 may calculate values for sub-integer pixel positions of reference pictures stored in reference frame
memory 64. For example, video encoder 20 may interpolate values of one-quarter pixel positions, one-eighth pixel
positions, or other fractional pixel positions of the reference picture. Therefore, motion estimation unit 42 may perform
a motion search relative to the full pixel positions and fractional pixel positions and output a motion vector with fractional
pixel precision.
[0054] Motion estimation unit 42 calculates a motion vector for a PU of a video block in an inter-coded slice by comparing
the position of the PU to the position of a predictive block of a reference picture. The reference picture may be selected
from a first reference picture list (List 0) or a second reference picture list (List 1), each of which identify one or more
reference pictures stored in reference frame memory 64. Motion estimation unit 42 sends the calculated motion vector
to entropy encoding unit 56 and motion compensation unit 44.
[0055] Motion compensation, performed by motion compensation unit 44, may involve fetching or generating the
predictive block based on the motion vector determined by motion estimation unit 42. Again, motion estimation unit 42
and motion compensation unit 44 may be functionally integrated, in some examples. Upon receiving the motion vector
for the PU of the current video block, motion compensation unit 44 may locate the predictive block to which the motion
vector points in one of the reference picture lists. Summer 50 forms a residual video block by subtracting pixel values
of the predictive block from the pixel values of the current video block being coded, forming pixel difference values, as
discussed below. In general, motion estimation unit 42 performs motion estimation relative to luma components, and
motion compensation unit 44 uses motion vectors calculated based on the luma components for both chroma components
and luma components. Mode select unit 40 may also generate syntax elements associated with the video blocks and
the video slice for use by video decoder 30 in decoding the video blocks of the video slice.
[0056] Intra-prediction unit 46 may intra-predict a current block, as an alternative to the inter-prediction performed by
motion estimation unit 42 and motion compensation unit 44, as described above. In particular, intra-prediction unit 46
may determine an intra-prediction mode to use to encode a current block. In some examples, intra- prediction unit 46
may encode a current block using various intra-prediction modes, e.g., during separate encoding passes, and intra-
prediction unit 46 (or mode select unit 40, in some examples) may select an appropriate intra-prediction mode to use
from the tested modes.
[0057] For example, intra-prediction unit 46 may calculate rate-distortion values using a rate-distortion analysis for the
various tested intra-prediction modes, and select the intra-prediction mode having the best rate-distortion characteristics
among the tested modes. Rate-distortion analysis generally determines an amount of distortion (or error) between an
encoded block and an original, unencoded block that was encoded to produce the encoded block, as well as a bitrate
(that is, a number of bits) used to produce the encoded block. Intra-prediction unit 46 may calculate ratios from the
distortions and rates for the various encoded blocks to determine which intra-prediction mode exhibits the best rate-
distortion value for the block.
[0058] In addition, intra-prediction unit 46 may be configured to code depth blocks of a depth map using a depth
modeling mode (DMM). Mode select unit 40 may determine whether an available DMM mode produces better coding
results than an intra-prediction mode and the other DMM modes, e.g., using rate-distortion optimization (RDO). Data
for a texture image corresponding to a depth map may be stored in reference frame memory 64. Motion estimation unit
42 and motion compensation unit 44 may also be configured to inter- predict depth blocks of a depth map.
[0059] After selecting an intra-prediction mode for a block (e.g., a conventional intra- prediction mode or one of the
DMM modes), intra-prediction unit 46 may provide information indicative of the selected intra-prediction mode for the
block to entropy coding unit 56. Entropy coding unit 56 may encode the information indicating the selected intra-prediction
mode. Video encoder 20 may include in the transmitted bitstream configuration data, which may include a plurality of
intra-prediction mode index tables and a plurality of modified intra-prediction mode index tables (also referred to as
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codeword mapping tables), definitions of encoding contexts for various blocks, and indications of a most probable intra-
prediction mode, an intra-prediction mode index table, and a modified intra-prediction mode index table to use for each
of the contexts.
[0060] Video encoder 20 forms a residual video block by subtracting the prediction data from mode select unit 40 from
the original video block being coded. Summer 50 represents the component or components that perform this subtraction
operation.
[0061] Transform processing unit 52 applies a transform, such as a discrete cosine transform (DCT) or a conceptually
similar transform, to the residual block, producing a video block comprising residual transform coefficient values. Trans-
form processing unit 52 may perform other transforms which are conceptually similar to DCT. Wavelet transforms, integer
transforms, sub-band transforms or other types of transforms could also be used.
[0062] Transform processing unit 52 applies the transform to the residual block, producing a block of residual transform
coefficients. The transform may convert the residual information from a pixel value domain to a transform domain, such
as a frequency domain. Transform processing unit 52 may send the resulting transform coefficients to quantization unit
54. Quantization unit 54 quantizes the transform coefficients to further reduce bit rate. The quantization process may
reduce the bit depth associated with some or all of the coefficients. The degree of quantization may be modified by
adjusting a quantization parameter. In some examples, quantization unit 54 may then perform a scan of the matrix
including the quantized transform coefficients. Alternatively, entropy encoding unit 56 may perform the scan.
[0063] Following quantization, entropy coding unit 56 entropy codes the quantized transform coefficients. For example,
entropy coding unit 56 may perform context adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC), context adaptive binary arithmetic
coding (CABAC), syntax-based context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (SBAC), probability interval partitioning entropy
(PIPE) coding or another entropy coding technique. In the case of context-based entropy coding, context may be based
on neighboring blocks. Following the entropy coding by entropy coding unit 56, the encoded bitstream may be transmitted
to another device (e.g., video decoder 30) or archived for later transmission or retrieval.
[0064] Inverse quantization unit 58 and inverse transform unit 60 apply inverse quantization and inverse transformation,
respectively, to reconstruct the residual block in the pixel domain, e.g., for later use as a reference block. Motion com-
pensation unit 44 may calculate a reference block by adding the residual block to a predictive block of one of the frames
of reference frame memory 64. Motion compensation unit 44 may also apply one or more interpolation filters to the
reconstructed residual block to calculate sub-integer pixel values for use in motion estimation. Summer 62 adds the
reconstructed residual block to the motion compensated prediction block produced by motion compensation unit 44 to
produce a reconstructed video block for storage in reference frame memory 64. The reconstructed video block may be
used by motion estimation unit 42 and motion compensation unit 44 as a reference block to inter-code a block in a
subsequent video frame.
[0065] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example of video decoder 30 that may implement techniques for
signaling depth modeling modes for depth map coding. In the example of FIG. 3, video decoder 30 includes an entropy
decoding unit 70, motion compensation unit 72, intra prediction unit 74, inverse quantization unit 76, inverse transformation
unit 78, reference frame memory 82 and summer 80. Video decoder 30 may, in some examples, perform a decoding
pass generally reciprocal to the encoding pass described with respect to video encoder 20 (FIG. 2). Motion compensation
unit 72 may generate prediction data based on motion vectors received from entropy decoding unit 70, while intra-
prediction unit 74 may generate prediction data based on intra- prediction mode indicators received from entropy decoding
unit 70.
[0066] During the decoding process, video decoder 30 receives an encoded video bitstream that represents video
blocks of an encoded video slice and associated syntax elements from video encoder 20. Entropy decoding unit 70 of
video decoder 30 entropy decodes the bitstream to generate quantized coefficients, motion vectors or intra- prediction
mode indicators, and other syntax elements. Entropy decoding unit 70 forwards the motion vectors to and other syntax
elements to motion compensation unit 72. Video decoder 30 may receive the syntax elements at the video slice level
and/or the video block level.
[0067] When the video slice is coded as an intra-coded (I) slice, intra prediction unit 74 may generate prediction data
for a video block of the current video slice based on a signaled intra prediction mode and data from previously decoded
blocks of the current frame or picture. When the video frame is coded as an inter-coded (i.e., B, P or GPB) slice, motion
compensation unit 72 produces predictive blocks for a video block of the current video slice based on the motion vectors
and other syntax elements received from entropy decoding unit 70. The predictive blocks may be produced from one of
the reference pictures within one of the reference picture lists. Video decoder 30 may construct the reference frame
lists, List 0 and List 1, using default construction techniques based on reference pictures stored in reference frame
memory 92.
[0068] In accordance with the techniques of this disclosure, entropy decoding unit 70 may be configured to entropy
decode syntax data indicative of a DMM mode used to code a depth block.
[0069] Motion compensation unit 72 determines prediction information for a video block of the current video slice by
parsing the motion vectors and other syntax elements, and uses the prediction information to produce the predictive
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blocks for the current video block being decoded. For example, motion compensation unit 72 uses some of the received
syntax elements to determine a prediction mode (e.g., intra- or inter- prediction) used to code the video blocks of the
video slice, an inter-prediction slice type (e.g., B slice, P slice, or GPB slice), construction information for one or more
of the reference picture lists for the slice, motion vectors for each inter-encoded video block of the slice, inter-prediction
status for each inter-coded video block of the slice, and other information to decode the video blocks in the current video
slice.
[0070] Motion compensation unit 72 may also perform interpolation based on interpolation filters. Motion compensation
unit 72 may use interpolation filters as used by video encoder 20 during encoding of the video blocks to calculate
interpolated values for sub-integer pixels of reference blocks. In this case, motion compensation unit 72 may determine
the interpolation filters used by video encoder 20 from the received syntax elements and use the interpolation filters to
produce predictive blocks.
[0071] In accordance with the techniques of this disclosure, intra-prediction unit 74 may be configured to code depth
blocks of a depth map using a depth modeling mode (DMM). Data for a texture image corresponding to a depth map
may be stored in reference frame memory 82. Motion compensation unit 72 may also be configured to inter-predict depth
blocks of a depth map.
[0072] In accordance with the techniques of this disclosure, intra-prediction unit 74 may be configured to derive a
binary (e.g. wedget and/or contour) partitioning pattern, as more fully described below.
[0073] In one example, a binary partition pattern may be derived as specified in the following:

For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
wedgeletPattern[x][y] = (Block[xB + x][yB + y] > threshold),

where wedgeletPattern[x][y] may be a binary partition pattern which define a depth block partition. Block[xB + x][yB +
y] may be applied as a texture block or a depth block. The Block [xB + x][yB + y] can be an original texture block, an
original depth block, a reconstructed texture block, a reconstructed depth block, a reference texture block, a reference
depth block, a co-located texture block, or a co-located depth block. nT specifies a size of the intended block. The
threshold may be derived as specified in the following:

The variable sumBlockVals is set equal to 0,
For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
sumBlockVals += Block[xB + x][yB + y] 

[0074] This disclosure observes that the division/averaging operation may be performed for each block to determine
the depth partition pattern. Hence the computation complexity may be increased and the division operation may be
required to obtain the threshold, it increases the hardware implementation complexity. Simplification may be utilized to
reduce hardware implementation complexity for depth map coding. It is reported such simplification observed in this
disclosure has no harm to coding efficiency.
[0075] This disclosure provides following simplified examples to avoid the division operation in threshold determination.
[0076] In one example, the threshold is derived as specified in the following: 

[0077] The variable ctDepth serves as an indicator of block size. ">>" stands for arithmetic right shift operation. In a
CU, different size corresponds to different coding tree depth. Table 1 illustrates correspondence between block size and
ctDepth.

Table 1 Block size and partition depth correspondence

Block size 8x8 16x16 32x32

codingTree_depth (ctDepth) 3 2 1
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[0078] In another example, a Contour partition is predicted from a texture reference block by inter-component prediction.
Like for inter-component prediction of a Wedgelet partition pattern, a reconstructed luminance signal of a co-located
block of an associated video picture may be used as a reference. In contrast to Wedgelet partitions, the prediction of a
Contour partition may be realized by a thresholding method. Here, the mean value of the texture reference block may
be set as the threshold; and depending on whether the value of a sample may be above or below the threshold sample
position may be marked as part of region P1 or P2 in the resulting Contour partition pattern.
[0079] The variable textThresh specifies a threshold. The segmentation of recTextPic may be derived as specified in
the following:

The variable sumTextPicVals is set equal to 0,
For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
sumTextPicVals += recTextPic[xB + x][yB + y].

[0080] The variable wedgeletPattern[x][y] with x, y =0..nT-1, specifying a binary partition pattern is derived as specified
in the following.
For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
wedgeletPattern[x][y] = (recTextPic[xB + x][yB + y] > textThresh), where textThresh = sumTextPicVals >> (6 - ctDepth)∗2,
ctDepth specifies the coding Tree depth of current block, textThresh specifies the threshold to derive the depth partition
pattern.
[0081] In another example, depth partition pattern may be obtained by estimation of averaging value of depth reference
block. The variable RefDepthThresh specifying a threshold for the segmentation of depth reference block may be derived
as specified in the following:

The variable sumRefDepthVals is set equal to 0,
For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
sumRefDepthVals += RefDepth [xB + x][yB + y].

[0082] The variable RefDepthThresh is set equal to sumRefDepthVals >> (6 - ctDepth)∗2.
[0083] The variable wedgeletPattern[x][y] with x, y =0..nT-1, specifying a binary partition pattern is derived as specified
in the following:

For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
wedgeletPattern[x][y] = (RefDepth [xB + x][yB + y] > RefDepthThresh),

in which, ctDepth specifies the coding Tree depth of current block; and RefDepthThresh specifies the threshold to derive
the depth partition pattern.
[0084] In another example, the threshold can be set equal to
sumVals >> ((6 - ctDepth)<<alpha+delta), variables alpha and delta may be predefined offline.
[0085] In another example, the current block size information may also be used to determine the depth partition pattern
due to correspondence between block size and coding tree depth.
[0086] In another example, the threshold may be set equal to sumVals >> BlockSizeInBit∗2. The variable BlockSizeInBit
defines the block size binary information, and may be equal to 3, 4, 5, 6 for block 8x8, block 16x16, block 32x32 and
64x64, respectively.
[0087] In another example, , the threshold can be expressed by: 

or 
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in which, the variable MaxBlockSizeInBit defines the binary information of maximum block size, equals to 3, 4, 5, 6 for
block 8x8, block 16x16, block 32x32 and block 64x64, respectively; and MaxCUSizeInBit specifies the maximum CU
size in current coding configuration. A block may be referred to as a coding unit or coding block.
[0088] In another example, the threshold can be expressed as: 

in which, the variable MaxBlockPartitionDepth specifies most deep coding depth in a coding tree block and is set to 1,
2, 3, 4 for the maximum block size equaling to 8x8, 16x16, 32x32 and 64x64, respectively. Offset is a value compensated
to the BlockPartitionDepth. For example, if MaxBlockPartitionDepth is set to 4 when the maximum CU block size equals
to 64x64, the offset is set to 2, the threshold can be derived as: 

[0089] In the above non-limiting examples, Depth modeling modes (DMM) and region boundary chain mode may be
examples representing the depth coding mode beyond the normal coding modes in HEVC. The presented simplification
can be further applied to any other depth coding modes which apply averaging operation for a block.
[0090] Inverse quantization unit 76 inverse quantizes, i.e., de-quantizes, the quantized transform coefficients provided
in the bitstream and decoded by entropy decoding unit 80. The inverse quantization process may include use of a
quantization parameter QPy calculated by video decoder 30 for each video block in the video slice to determine a degree
of quantization and, likewise, a degree of inverse quantization that should be applied.
[0091] Inverse transform unit 78 applies an inverse transform, e.g., an inverse DCT, an inverse integer transform, or
a conceptually similar inverse transform process, to the transform coefficients in order to produce residual blocks in the
pixel domain.
[0092] After motion compensation unit 82 or intra-prediction unit 74 generates the predictive block for the current video
block (e.g., a texture block or a depth block) based on motion vectors or other syntax elements, video decoder 30 forms
a decoded video block by summing the residual blocks from inverse transform unit 78 with the corresponding predictive
blocks generated by motion compensation unit 82 or intra- prediction unit 74. Summer 90 represents the component or
components that perform this summation operation. If desired, a deblocking filter may also be applied to filter the decoded
blocks in order to remove blockiness artifacts. Other loop filters (either in the coding loop or after the coding loop) may
also be used to smooth pixel transitions, or otherwise improve the video quality. The decoded video blocks in a given
frame or picture are then stored in reference picture memory 92, which stores reference pictures used for subsequent
motion compensation. Reference frame memory 82 also stores decoded video for later presentation on a display device,
such as display device 32 of FIG. 1.
[0093] FIG. 4A illustrates examples of Wedgelet partition of a block: continuous (left) and discrete signal space (middle)
with corresponding partition pattern (right). It is differentiated between Wedgelet and Contour partitioning. For a Wedgelet
partition, the two regions are defined to be separated by a straight line, as illustrated in FIG.4A, in which the two regions
are labelled with P1 and P2. The separation line is determined by the start point S and the end point P, both located on
different borders of the block. For the continuous signal space (see FIG.4A, left), the separation line can be described
by the equation of a straight line. The middle image of FIG.4A illustrates the partitioning for the discrete sample space.
Here, the block consists of an array of samples with size uB 3 vB and the start and end points correspond to border
samples. Although the separation line can be described by a line equation as well, the definition of regions P1 and P2
is different here, as only complete samples can be assigned as part of either of the two regions. For employing Wedgelet
block partitions in the coding process, the partition information is stored in the form of partition patterns. Such a pattern
consists of an array of size uB 3 vB and each element contains the binary information whether the corresponding sample
belongs to region P1 or P2. The regions P1 and P2 are represented by black and white samples in FIG.4A (right),
respectively.
[0094] FIG. 4B illustrates examples of Contour partition of a block: continuous (left) and discrete signal space (middle)
with corresponding partition pattern (right). Unlike for Wedgelets, the separation line between the two regions of a Contour
partition of a block cannot be easily described by a geometrical function. As illustrated in FIG.4B, the two regions P1
and P2 can be arbitrary shaped and even consist of multiple parts. Apart from that the properties of Contour and Wedgelet
partitions are very similar. For employing Contour partitions in the coding process, the partition pattern (see example in
FIG.4B, right) is derived individually for each block from the signal of a reference block. Due to the lack of a functional
description of the region separation line, no pattern lookup lists and consequently no search of the best matching partition
are used for Contour partitions.
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[0095] FIG. 5 illustrates an example algorithm of derivation for a binary partition pattern, e.g. performed by video
decoder 30.
[0096] In the example of FIG. 5, video decoder 30 may obtain a reference sample array of a video block (510).
Afterwards, video decoder 30 may obtain a sum of the reference sample array (520). Video decoder 30 may then calculate
a threshold by performing arithmetic right shift to the sum (530). A shift value of the arithmetic right shift may be determined
according to size information of the video block. Video decoder 30 may then determine the binary partition pattern by
comparing the reference sample array with the threshold (540).
[0097] In one example, video decoder 30 may derive a binary partition pattern as specified by the following:

For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
wedgeletPattern[x][y] = (Block[xB + x][yB + y] > threshold),

where wedgeletPattern[x][y] may be a binary partition pattern which define a depth block partition. Block[xB + x][yB +
y] may be applied as a texture block or a depth block. The Block [xB + x][yB + y] can be an original texture block, an
original depth block, a reconstructed texture block, a reconstructed depth block, a reference texture block, a reference
depth block, a co-located texture block, or a co-located depth block. nT specifies a size of the intended block. The
threshold may be derived as specified in the following:

The variable sumBlockVals is set equal to 0,
For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
sumBlockVals += Block[xB + x][yB + y] 

[0098] In another example, video decoder 30 may derive the threshold as specified in the following: 

[0099] The variable ctDepth serves as an indicator of block size. ">>" stands for arithmetic right shift operation. In a
CU, different size corresponds to different coding tree depth. Table 1 illustrates correspondence between block size and
ctDepth.

[0100] In another example, a Contour partition is predicted from a texture reference block by inter-component prediction.
Like for inter-component prediction of a Wedgelet partition pattern, a reconstructed luminance signal of a co-located
block of an associated video picture may be used as a reference. In contrast to Wedgelet partitions, the prediction of a
Contour partition may be realized by a thresholding method. Here, the mean value of the texture reference block may
be set as the threshold; and depending on whether the value of a sample may be above or below the threshold sample
position may be marked as part of region P1 or P2 in the resulting Contour partition pattern.
[0101] The variable textThresh specifies a threshold. The segmentation of recTextPic may be derived as specified in
the following:

The variable sumTextPicVals is set equal to 0,
For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
sumTextPicVals += recTextPic[xB + x][yB + y].

[0102] The variable wedgeletPattern[x][y] with x, y =0..nT-1, specifying a binary partition pattern may be derived as
specified in the following.

Table 1 Block size and partition depth correspondence

Block size 8x8 16x16 32x32

codingTree_depth (ctDepth) 3 2 1
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For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
wedgeletPattern[x][y] = (recTextPic[xB + x][yB + y] > textThresh), where textThresh = sumTextPicVals >> (6 -
ctDepth)∗2, ctDepth specifies the coding Tree depth of current block, and textThresh specifies the threshold to derive
the depth partition pattern.

[0103] In another example, depth partition pattern may be obtained by estimation of averaging value of depth reference
block. The variable RefDepthThresh specifying a threshold for the segmentation of depth reference block may be derived
as specified in the following:

The variable sumRefDepthVals is set equal to 0,
For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
sumRefDepthVals += RefDepth [xB + x][yB + y].

[0104] The variable RefDepthThresh is set equal to sumRefDepthVals >> (6 - ctDepth)∗2.
[0105] The variable wedgeletPattern[x][y] with x, y =0..nT-1, specifying a binary partition pattern may be derived as
specified in the following:

For x = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
For y = 0..nT-1 the following applies,
wedgeletPattern[x][y] = (RefDepth [xB + x][yB + y] > RefDepthThresh),

in which, ctDepth specifies the coding Tree depth of current block; and RefDepthThresh specifies the threshold to derive
the depth partition pattern.
[0106] In another example, the threshold can be set equal to
sumVals >> ((6 - ctDepth)<<alpha+delta), variables alpha and delta may be predefined offline.
[0107] In another example, the current block size information may be used to determine the depth partition pattern
due to the correspondence between block size and coding tree depth.
[0108] In another example, the threshold may be set equal to sumVals >> BlockSizeInBit∗2. The variable BlockSizeInBit
defines the block size binary information, and may be equal to 3, 4, 5, 6 for block 8x8, block 16x16, block 32x32 and
64x64, respectively.
[0109] In another example, , the threshold can be expressed by: 

or 

in which, the variable MaxBlockSizeInBit defines the binary information of maximum block size, equals to 3, 4, 5, 6 for
block 8x8, block 16x16, block 32x32 and block 64x64, respectively; and MaxCUSizeInBit specifies the maximum CU
size in current coding configuration. A block may be referred to as a coding unit or coding block.
[0110] In another example, the threshold can be expressed as: 

in which, the variable MaxBlockPartitionDepth specifies most deep coding depth in a coding tree block and is set to 1,
2, 3, 4 for the maximum block size equaling to 8x8, 16x16, 32x32 and 64x64, respectively. Offset is a value compensated
to the BlockPartitionDepth. For example, if MaxBlockPartitionDepth is set to 4 when the maximum CU block size equals
to 64x64, the offset is set to 2, the threshold can be derived as: 
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[0111] In another example, the shift value is determined in accordance with following expression: 

where BlockSizeInBit is a bit representation of block size, and ratio is an integer.
[0112] In the above examples, Depth modeling modes (DMM) and region boundary chain mode may be examples
representing the depth coding mode beyond the normal coding modes in HEVC. The presented simplification can be
further applied to any other depth coding modes which apply averaging operation for a video block.
[0113] In one or more examples, the functions described above may be implemented in hardware, software, firmware,
or any combination thereof. If implemented in software, the functions may be stored on or transmitted over as one or
more instructions or code on a computer-readable medium and executed by a hardware-based processing unit. Com-
puter-readable media may include computer-readable storage media, which corresponds to a tangible medium such as
data storage media, or communication media including any medium that facilitates transfer of a computer program from
one place to another, e.g., according to a communication protocol. In this manner, computer- readable media generally
may correspond to (1) tangible computer-readable storage media which is non-transitory or (2) a communication medium
such as a signal or carrier wave. Data storage media may be any available media that can be accessed by one or more
computers or one or more processors to retrieve instructions, code and/or data structures for implementation of the
techniques described in this disclosure. A computer program product may include a computer-readable medium.
[0114] By way of example, and not limitation, such computer-readable storage media can comprise RAM, ROM,
EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage, or other magnetic storage devices, flash
memory, or any other medium that can be used to store desired program code in the form of instructions or data structures
and that can be accessed by a computer. Also, any connection is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For
example, if instructions are transmitted from a website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial cable, fiber optic
cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave, then
the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave
are included in the definition of medium. It should be understood, however, that computer-readable storage media and
data storage media do not include connections, carrier waves, signals, or other transitory media, but are instead directed
to non-transitory, tangible storage media. Disk and disc, as used herein, includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical
disc, digital versatile disc (DVD), floppy disk and Blu-ray disc, where disks usually reproduce data magnetically, while
discs reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above should also be included within the scope of
computer-readable media.
[0115] Instructions may be executed by one or more processors, such as one or more digital signal processors (DSPs),
general purpose microprocessors, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable logic arrays (FP-
GAs), or other equivalent integrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term "processor," as used herein may
refer to any of the foregoing structure or any other structure suitable for implementation of the techniques described
herein. In addition, in some aspects, the functionality described herein may be provided within dedicated hardware and/or
software modules configured for encoding and decoding, or incorporated in a combined codec. Also, the techniques
could be fully implemented in one or more circuits or logic elements.
[0116] The techniques of this disclosure may be implemented in a wide variety of devices or apparatuses, including
a wireless handset, an integrated circuit (IC) or a set of ICs (e.g., a chip set). Various components, modules, or units
are described in this disclosure to emphasize functional aspects of devices configured to perform the disclosed tech-
niques, but do not necessarily require realization by different hardware units. Rather, as described above, various units
may be combined in a codec hardware unit or provided by a collection of interoperative hardware units, including one
or more processors as described above, in conjunction with suitable software and/or firmware.
[0117] FIG. 6A illustrates an experimental result of an example binary partition pattern derivation. The experimental
result shown in FIG. 6A illustrates coding performance under 3D-HEVC random access (CTC) configuration.
[0118] FIG. 6B illustrates an experimental result of another example binary partition pattern derivation. The experi-
mental result shown in FIG. 6B illustrates coding performance under all-intra configuration.
[0119] It is noted that, the simplification methodology provided by this disclosure to depth intra coding mode has no
harm to the coding efficiency. In addition, since the DC value or the averaging of the pixel value may be not needed in
determining a threshold to specify Wedgelet partition Pattern, the division operation required to obtain DC value or the
averaging of the pixel value may then be removed. This simplification can reduce the hardware implementation complexity.
[0120] At least some of the features, methods, or codecs, such as the methods described in aforementioned embod-
iments may be implemented on any general-purpose electronic device, such as a computer system or component
electronic apparatus with sufficient processing power, memory resources, and network throughput capability to handle
the necessary workload placed upon it. The electronic device may for example be a mobile terminal or user equipment
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of a wireless communication system. However, it would be appreciated that embodiments of the disclosure may be
implemented within any electronic device or apparatus which may require encoding and decoding or encoding or decoding
video images.
[0121] FIG. 7 illustrates an example general-purpose electronic device 700 suitable for implementing one or more
embodiments of the components disclosed herein. The general-purpose electronic device 700 includes a processor 702
(which may be referred to as a central processing unit or CPU) that is in communication with memory devices including
secondary storage 704, read only memory (ROM) 706, random access memory (RAM) 708, input/output (I/O) devices
710, and optionally a network connectivity devices 712. The processor 702 may be implemented as one or more CPU
chips, cores (e.g., a multi-core processor), field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), application specific integrated
circuits (ASICs), and/or digital signal processors (DSPs), and/or may be part of one or more ASICs. The processor 702
may be configured to implement any of the embodiments of a mode selection aforementioned. The processor 702 may
be implemented using hardware or a combination of hardware and software.
[0122] The secondary storage 704 is typically comprised of one or more disk drives or tape drives and is used for non-
volatile storage of data and as an over-flow data storage device if RAM 708 is not large enough to hold all working data.
Secondary storage 704 may be used to store programs that are loaded into RAM 708 when such programs are selected
for execution. The ROM 706 is used to store instructions and perhaps data that are read during program execution.
ROM 706 is a non-volatile memory device that typically has a small memory capacity relative to the larger memory
capacity of secondary storage 704. The RAM 708 is used to store volatile data and perhaps to store instructions. Access
to both ROM 706 and RAM 708 is typically faster than to secondary storage 704.
[0123] The network connectivity devices 712 may serve as an output and/or input device of electronic device 700.
The network connectivity devices 712 may take the form of modems, modem banks, Ethernet cards, universal serial
bus (USB) interface cards, serial interfaces, token ring cards, fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) cards, wireless local
area network (WLAN) cards, radio transceiver cards such as code division multiple access (CDMA), global system for
mobile communications (GSM), long-term evolution (LTE), worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX),
and/or other air interface protocol radio transceiver cards, and other well-known network devices. These network con-
nectivity devices 712 may enable the processor 702 to communicate with an Internet and/or one or more intranets and/or
one or more client devices. I/O devices 710 may include a video monitor, liquid crystal display (LCD), touch screen
display, or other type of video display for displaying video, and/or may include a video recording device for capturing
video. I/O devices 710 may also include one or more keyboards, mice, or track balls, or other well-known input devices.
[0124] It is understood that by programming and/or loading executable instructions onto the electronic device 700, at
least one of the processor 702, the ROM 706, and the RAM 708 are changed, transforming the computer system 700
in part into a particular machine or apparatus, e.g., an HEVC codec, having the novel functionality taught by the present
disclosure. It is fundamental to the electrical engineering and software engineering arts that functionality that can be
implemented by loading executable software into a computer can be converted to a hardware implementation by well-
known design rules. Decisions between implementing a concept in software versus hardware typically hinge on consid-
erations of stability of the design and numbers of units to be produced rather than any issues involved in translating from
the software domain to the hardware domain. Generally, a design that is still subject to frequent change may be preferred
to be implemented in software, because re-spinning a hardware implementation is more expensive than re-spinning a
software design. Generally, a design that is stable that will be produced in large volume may be preferred to be imple-
mented in hardware, for example in an ASIC, because for large production runs the hardware implementation may be
less expensive than the software implementation. Often a design may be developed and tested in a software form and
later transformed, by well-known design rules, to an equivalent hardware implementation in an application specific
integrated circuit that hardwires the instructions of the software. In the same manner as a machine controlled by a new
ASIC is a particular machine or apparatus, likewise a computer that has been programmed and/or loaded with executable
instructions may be viewed as a particular machine or apparatus.
[0125] At least one embodiment is disclosed and variations, combinations, and/or modifications of the embodiment(s)
and/or features of the embodiment(s) made by a person having ordinary skill in the art are within the scope of the
disclosure. Alternative embodiments that result from combining, integrating, and/or omitting features of the embodi-
ment(s) are also within the scope of the disclosure. Where numerical ranges or limitations are expressly stated, such
express ranges or limitations should be understood to include iterative ranges or limitations of like magnitude falling
within the expressly stated ranges or limitations (e.g., from about 1 to about 10 includes, 2, 3, 4, etc.; greater than 0.10
includes 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, etc.). For example, whenever a numerical range with a lower limit, Rl, and an upper limit, Ru,
is disclosed, any number falling within the range is specifically disclosed. In particular, the following numbers within the
range are specifically disclosed: R = Rl + k ∗ (Ru- Rl), wherein k is a variable ranging from 1 percent to 100 percent with
a 1 percent increment, i.e., k is 1 percent, 2 percent, 3 percent, 4 percent, 5 percent, ..., 50 percent, 51 percent, 52
percent, ..., 95 percent, 96 percent, 97 percent, 98 percent, 99 percent, or 100 percent. Moreover, any numerical range
defined by two R numbers as defined in the above is also specifically disclosed. The use of the term "about" means +/-
10% of the subsequent number, unless otherwise stated. Use of the term "optionally" with respect to any element of a
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claim means that the element is required, or alternatively, the element is not required, both alternatives being within the
scope of the claim. Use of broader terms such as comprises, includes, and having should be understood to provide
support for narrower terms such as consisting of, consisting essentially of, and comprised substantially of. Accordingly,
the scope of protection is not limited by the description set out above but is defined by the claims that follow, that scope
including all equivalents of the subject matter of the claims. Each and every claim is incorporated as further disclosure
into the specification and the claims are embodiment(s) of the present disclosure. The discussion of a reference in the
disclosure is not an admission that it is prior art, especially any reference that has a publication date after the priority
date of this application.

Claims

1. A method of derivation for a binary partition pattern of depth data used for depth-based 3D video coding comprising:

obtaining a reference sample array of a video block;
obtaining a sum of the reference sample array;
calculating a threshold by performing arithmetic right shift to the sum, a shift value of the arithmetic right shift
being determined according to size information of the video block; and
determining the binary partition pattern by comparing the reference sample array with the threshold,
wherein the shift value is determined in accordance with following expression: 

where ctDepth is a coding tree depth of the video block, ctDepth corresponds to a block size of the video block,
and BlockSizeInBit is a bit representation of a block size of the video block.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the video block is any of the following: a block of a texture component of the video
data, and a block of a depth component of the video data.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the size information of the video block is represented by any of the following:
a block size, a number of bits representing the block size, logarithmic representation of the block size, and a coding
tree depth value of the video block corresponding to the block size.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the binary partition pattern is a wedgelet partition pattern used for depth coding.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the binary partition pattern is a contour partition pattern used in inter-component
prediction for depth coding.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the reference sample array relates to a transform block of the video block.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the video block is of any of the following sizes: a 4x4 pixel block, an 8x8 pixel block,
a 16x16 pixel block, a 32x32 pixel block, and a 64x64 pixel block.

8. The method of claim 2, wherein the coding tree depth value of the video block is corresponding to the block size,
and the correspondence of the coding tree depth value and the block size of the video block is derived as specified
in the following:

9. A device for decoding depth-based 3D video coded data the device comprising a video decoder configured to:

obtain a reference sample array of a video block;
obtain a sum of the reference sample array;

Block size 8x8 16x16 32x32

Coding tree depth (ctDepth) 3 2 1
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calculate a threshold by performing arithmetic right shift to the sum, a shift value of the arithmetic right shift
being determined by using size information of the video block; and
determine a binary partition pattern of depth data by comparing the reference sample array with the threshold,
wherein the shift value is determined in accordance with following expression: 

where, ctDepth is a coding tree depth of the video block, ctDepth corresponds to a block size of the video block.

10. The device of claim 9, wherein the size information of the video block is represented by any of the following:
a block size, a number of bits representing the block size, logarithmic representation of the block size, and a coding
tree depth value of the video block corresponding to the block size.

11. The device of claim 10, wherein the coding tree depth value of the video block is corresponding to the block size,
and the correspondence of the coding tree depth value and the block size of the video block is derived as specified
in the following:

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Ableitung eines binären Partitionsmusters von Tiefendaten, das zur tiefenbasierten 3D-Videocodie-
rung verwendet wird, umfassend:

Erhalten eines Referenzabtastungsarrays eines Videoblocks;
Erhalten einer Summe des Referenzabtastungsarrays;
Berechnen einer Schwelle durch Durchführen einer arithmetischen Rechtsverschiebung an der Summe, wobei
ein Verschiebungswert der arithmetischen Rechtsverschiebung gemäß Größeninformationen des Videoblocks
bestimmt wird; und
Bestimmen des binären Partitionsmusters durch Vergleichen des Referenzabtastungsarrays mit der Schwelle,
wobei der Verschiebungswert gemäß dem folgenden Ausdruck bestimmt wird: 

wobei ctDepth eine Codierungsbaumtiefe des Videoblocks ist, ctDepth einer Blockgröße des Videoblocks ent-
spricht und BlockSizeInBit eine Bitrepräsentation einer Blockgröße des Videoblocks ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Videoblock ein beliebiger der folgenden ist:
ein Block einer Texturkomponente der Videodaten und ein Block einer Tiefenkomponente der Videodaten.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Größeninformationen des Videoblocks durch ein beliebiges des Folgenden
repräsentiert werden:
eine Blockgröße, eine Anzahl von Bits, die die Blockgröße repräsentiert, eine logarithmische Repräsentation der
Blockgröße und ein Codierungsbaumtiefenwert des Videoblocks, der der Blockgröße entspricht.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das binäre Partitionsmuster ein zur Tiefencodierung verwendetes "Wedgelet"-
Partitionsmuster ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das binäre Partitionsmuster ein bei Inter-Komponenten-Prädiktion zur Tiefen-
codierung verwendetes Kontur-Partitionsmuster ist.

Block size 8x8 16x16 32x32

Coding tree depth (ctDepth) 3 2 1
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6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei sich das Referenzabtastungsarray auf einen Transformationsblock des Video-
blocks bezieht.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Videoblock ein beliebiger mit den folgenden Größen ist: ein 434-Pixel-Block,
ein 838-Pixel-Block, ein 16316-Pixel-Block, ein 32332-Pixel-Block und ein 64364-Pixel-Block.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Codierungsbaumtiefenwert des Videoblocks der Blockgröße entspricht, und
die Korrespondenz des Codierungsbaumtiefenwerts und der Blockgröße des Videoblocks wie folgend spezifiziert
abgeleitet wird:

9. Einrichtung zum Decodieren tiefenbasierter 3D-Video-codierter Daten, wobei die Einrichtung einen Videodecodierer
umfasst, der ausgelegt ist zum:

Erhalten eines Referenzabtastungsarrays eines Videoblocks;
Erhalten einer Summe des Referenzabtastungsarrays;
Berechnen einer Schwelle durch Durchführen einer arithmetischen Rechtsverschiebung an der Summe, wobei
ein Verschiebungswert der arithmetischen Rechtsverschiebung unter Verwendung von Größeninformationen
des Videoblocks bestimmt wird; und
Bestimmen eines binären Partitionsmusters von Tiefendaten durch Vergleichen des Referenzabtastungsarrays
mit der Schwelle,
wobei der Verschiebungswert gemäß dem folgenden Ausdruck bestimmt wird: 

wobei ctDepth eine Codierungsbaumtiefe des Videoblocks ist und ctDepth einer Blockgröße des Videoblocks
entspricht.

10. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Größeninformationen des Videoblocks durch ein beliebiges des Folgenden
repräsentiert werden:
eine Blockgröße, eine Anzahl von Bits, die die Blockgröße repräsentiert, eine logarithmische Repräsentation der
Blockgröße und ein Codierungsbaumtiefenwert des Videoblocks, der der Blockgröße entspricht.

11. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 10, wobei der Codierungsbaumtiefenwert des Videoblocks der Blockgröße entspricht,
und die Korrespondenz des Codierungsbaumtiefenwerts und der Blockgröße des Videoblocks wie folgend spezifi-
ziert abgeleitet wird:

Revendications

1. Procédé de déduction d’une configuration de partition binaire de données de profondeur utilisée pour un codage
de vidéo 3D basée sur la profondeur, comportant les étapes consistant à :

obtenir un tableau d’échantillons de référence d’un bloc vidéo ;
obtenir une somme du tableau d’échantillons de référence ;
calculer un seuil en effectuant un décalage arithmétique vers la droite sur la somme, une valeur de décalage
du décalage arithmétique vers la droite étant déterminée d’après des informations de taille du bloc vidéo ; et

Blockgröße 838 16316 32332

Codierungsbaumtiefe (ctDepth) 3 2 1

Blockgröße 838 16316 32332

Codierungsbaumtiefe (ctDepth) 3 2 1
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déterminer la configuration de partition binaire en comparant le tableau d’échantillons de référence avec le seuil,
la valeur de décalage étant déterminée selon l’expression suivante : 

où "ctDepth" est une profondeur d’arbre de codage du bloc vidéo, "ctDepth" correspond à une taille de bloc du
bloc vidéo, et "BlockSizeInBit" est une représentation en bits d’une taille de bloc du bloc vidéo.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le bloc vidéo étant un bloc quelconque parmi les suivants :
un bloc d’une composante de texture des données vidéo, et un bloc d’une composante de profondeur des données
vidéo.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, les informations de taille du bloc vidéo étant représentées par l’une quelconque
des informations suivantes :
une taille de bloc, un nombre de bits représentant la taille du bloc, une représentation logarithmique de la taille du
bloc, et une valeur de profondeur d’arbre de codage du bloc vidéo correspondant à la taille du bloc.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, la configuration de partition binaire étant une configuration de partition de "wed-
gelet" utilisée pour le codage de profondeur.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, la configuration de partition binaire étant une configuration de partition de contour
utilisée en prédiction inter-composantes pour le codage de profondeur.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le tableau d’échantillons de référence se rapportant à un bloc de transformée du
bloc vidéo.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le bloc vidéo étant de l’une quelconque des tailles suivantes : un bloc de 434
pixels, un bloc de 838 pixels, un bloc de 16316 pixels, un bloc de 32332 pixels, et un bloc de 64364 pixels.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 2, la valeur de profondeur d’arbre de codage du bloc vidéo correspondant à la taille
du bloc, et la correspondance de la valeur de profondeur d’arbre de codage et de la taille de bloc du bloc vidéo
étant obtenue comme spécifié dans ce qui suit :

9. Dispositif de décodage de données codées de vidéo 3D basée sur la profondeur, le dispositif comportant un décodeur
vidéo configuré pour :
obtenir un tableau d’échantillons de référence d’un bloc vidéo :

obtenir une somme du tableau d’échantillons de référence ;
calculer un seuil en effectuant un décalage arithmétique vers la droite sur la somme, une valeur de décalage
du décalage arithmétique vers la droite étant déterminée en utilisant des informations de taille du bloc vidéo ; et
déterminer une configuration de partition binaire de données de profondeur en comparant le tableau d’échan-
tillons de référence avec le seuil,
la valeur de décalage étant déterminée selon l’expression suivante : 

où "ctDepth" est une profondeur d’arbre de codage du bloc vidéo, et "ctDepth" correspond à une taille de bloc
du bloc vidéo.

10. Dispositif selon la revendication 9, les informations de taille du bloc vidéo étant représentées par l’une quelconque

Taille de bloc 838 16316 32332

Profondeur d’arbre de codage ("ctDepth") 3 2 1
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des informations suivantes :
une taille de bloc, un nombre de bits représentant la taille du bloc, une représentation logarithmique de la taille du
bloc, et une valeur de profondeur d’arbre de codage du bloc vidéo correspondant à la taille du bloc.

11. Dispositif selon la revendication 10, la valeur de profondeur d’arbre de codage du bloc vidéo correspondant à la
taille du bloc, et la correspondance de la valeur de profondeur d’arbre de codage et de la taille de bloc du bloc vidéo
étant obtenue comme spécifié dans ce qui suit :

Taille de bloc 838 16316 32332

Profondeur d’arbre de codage ("ctDepth") 3 2 1
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